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Introduction: What Is Media History?
Grebe Tone—as natural as Nature itself. There is no difference in timbre or
pitch between the tone of voice or instrument as put on the air and as the
Grebe Synchrophase Radio delivers it to you. (Grebe radio advertisement,
circa 1926)
[The iPad] makes surfing the web, checking email, watching movies, and
reading books so natural, you might forget there’s incredible technology
under your fingers. (Apple advertisement, 2011)

As these two advertisements—from different periods showcasing differing
technologies—suggest, we have long-standing ideas about the relationship
of technologies to our everyday lives. Advertisements offer us a unique
window on the enduring ways we imagine technology, the interventions it
makes in our lives, and our expectations for them. In the examples above,
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the creators of both these devices stress that technology can fit seamlessly
into our everyday lives, suggesting that they are as natural as—what, exactly?
These ads are hoping you won’t ask that question. The naturalization of
technologies—the point at which they become so taken for granted that
they seem a natural, and expected, part of our lives—is a moment when we
can recognize the ideological work that technologies do. Often, just the act
of contrasting something new (like an Apple iPad) with something that
seems so antiquated (like a Grebe radio) helps to de-familiarize our conideology temporary ways of thinking about media. Exposing the ideologies about
A set or system of these everyday items—specifically, the ways in which we take media for
concepts and ideals granted—is important, because it reminds us that there are other ways of
that shape a society thinking about technology.
or a particular
This process of de-familiarization is one effect of studying media history.
community. [SEE THIS
By examining the ways in which we have interacted with communications
TERM DEFINED IN
technologies over time, media historians have drawn upon key concepts from
CHAPTER X?]
media, communication, and cultural theory in order to identify recurrent
themes. Another key insight media history can provide is that our experiences of “new” technology aren’t really that new. By looking to history, and
by reviewing the emergence of technological innovations and our interaction
with them over time, we can see that experiences of awe, hope,
fear, and wonder have accompanied the introduction of almost
KEY CONCEPT
every new communication technology. Studying media over
The awe and wonder we feel
time also demonstrates that “old” media do not simply disapabout our new technologies
pear because a new technology performs a task faster or more
have also been experienced
efficiently. Old technologies influence how new technologies
by previous generations.
are understood and are often “remediated,” or given new life,
by new technologies (Bolter and Grusin 2000). Media history
can also help us to reconsider the typical perception that all new technologies are “revolutionary.” Although new media have many new effects, the
character and extent of those effects is open to debate. Media historians have
looked to the past to explore how technologies affect us as individuals—our
practices, beliefs, even our individual psyches and ways of thinking—and how
they have affected our society and culture.
In the broadest sense, media history reveals how people make their experience meaningful through media. How we perceive the world and communicate with one another is deeply tied to how we describe the past and
identify culture (Gitelman 2006, 1). But what do we mean by both “media”
and “communication”?
This chapter treats media as “socially realized structures of communication”
that include technological forms and their associated protocols (that is, the
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rules and norms about how they are used) (Gitelman 2006, 7). It explores
communication as a cultural practice, a set of rituals performed by people who
share similar ways of representing the world (Carey 1989). Thus, when we
“do” media history we are simultaneously asking two different questions:
we inquire after the nature of the technologies themselves (their qualities
and tendencies, such as being printed on paper or projected on a screen,
having sound or not) and the habits organizing the conditions that influence
how we use these technologies (their rules and norms, such as being available
for free or costing money, being censored or licensed by government). Thus,
this chapter shows how technologies have mediated our social relations mediate
To stand between
and modes of communication over time.
This is a very different approach to media history than just studying the two positions or
history of big inventions, the genius of inventors, or building a timeline of parties and exchange
media innovations. Although these are all part of media history, this chapter information between
instead compares media over time to illustrate more gradual evolutions in them. [SEE THIS TERM
DEFINED IN
the social understanding of media. It will thus focus on the complex relaCHAPTER X?]
tionship between technologies and the societies and individuals who adopt,
modify, reject, and use them in varying degrees and with varying commitments. Media historians and theorists refer to this approach as the social
construction of technology.
The chapter also addresses the problems of bias and
KEY CONCEPT
ideology in viewing media, and suggests that changes in
Changes in media technologies
technology are more accurately viewed as evolutions
are more accurately viewed as
rather than revolutions. The discussion examines how we
evolutions rather than revolutions.
tend to mythologize media and the notion of inevitable
“progress” toward “perfect communication.” It unpacks
how communications technologies become invested with the hope of overcoming the problem of individuals’ spatial and temporal separation from
one another.
The chapter concludes with a case study of one medium, moving pictures.
Examining “the myth of total cinema,” the discussion demonstrates how
the study of history helps us understand media and the idealizations that
we invest in them.

The Problem of Doing Media History
As Elizabeth Eisenstein (1983) and Lisa Gitelman (2006) have both recognized, doing media history is complicated. Media and history have a difficult
relationship, much like an uncomfortable handshake with a “distant, disliked
relative” at a family reunion (Zelizer 2008, 5). The problem with doing media
history is that we can access the past only through the very technologies we
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Media are always
influencing our
view of history.

aim to study. How do you tell the story of the devices that we use to tell
stories? Is there a history before history was recorded? How could you access
that history, if not through some media form? For that matter, what gets
recorded, and which records persist over time? What happens when old
media forms vanish (floppy discs) or new ones appear (YouTube)? We can
learn about the influence of the printing press only through printed historical documents; even when we’re studying a more recent technology like
television, we can access records about its development only through other
media such as print, radio, and television itself. This means that media work
as a kind of “veil” through which to see the past (Eisenstein 1983). Although
getting at the “truth” of the past is perhaps impossible, media are always at
work influencing our view of history.
Several factors here need a bit of unpacking. First, according to some
theorists and historians, media change our very ways of being in the world.
For thinkers like Harold Innis, Marshall McLuhan, Joshua Meyrowitz, Walter
Ong, Elizabeth Eisenstein, and others, the specific characteristics of a given
medium of communication (whether it uses paper, screens, or sound waves)
greatly affect the ways a civilization organizes itself and develops over time.
Every medium encourages certain interactions and organizations among
people, cultures, and institutions and discourages others (Meyrowitz 2008).
McLuhan (1964) condensed this argument into the pithy phrase, “the
medium is the message,” which means that we must pay attention to the form
of a medium (its characteristics) rather than the content, or “message” that
it carries. McLuhan suggested that media are extensions of ourselves—cars
are our extended feet, pens are extensions of our hands—and thus, they
introduce a “new scale … into our affairs” (7): “What we are considering
here … are the psychic and social consequences of the designs or patterns
as they amplify or accelerate existing processes. For the ‘message’ of any
medium or technology is the change of scale or pace or pattern that it introduces into human affairs” (8).
McLuhan argues that the content of new media is always old media (32):
oral narratives become the contents of books; novels, plays, or operas become
the contents of film; film becomes the content of television, and so on. Thus,
to understand the effects of a medium, rather than study its content, we must
study its characteristics and how it reorganizes social, psychic, and cultural
conditions. For example, what McLuhan found most interesting about television is how it connects audiences, creating new rituals. The television set
was introduced as a piece of household furniture that created new spaces
in homes—living rooms—that could bring families together in new ways
(Spigel 1992).
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Because media have such an influence on how we organize
ourselves and how we think, they often operate in ways that
aren’t immediately obvious. According to Innis (1951/1991),
these patterns are not discernible to the people living in a given
culture at the time. In other words, dominant technologies
have a blinding effect: “We are perhaps too much a part of the
civilization which followed the printing industry to be able to
detect its characteristics” (139). Innis developed this idea of
bias to explain the ways that media favour particular organizations of society over others.

KEY CONCEPT
A dominant technology
often has a “blinding effect,”
making it hard for people to
recognize the patterns of
which they are a part.

Bias and Ideology
In The Bias of Communication (1951/1991), Innis argued that media work
to organize our societies, biasing them either toward preserving the traditions of the past (time-biased media) or toward greater flexibility to change
(space-biased media). But Innis also believed that we develop media communications in ways that reflect the bias that already exists in a society.
Societies that privilege the newest and greatest innovation over the past, or
that value mobility over stability, will build and use communication tools
that fulfill those preferences.
Time-biased media are better at preserving and disseminating knowledge
over many generations because power is centralized. These media tend to be
heavy or durable; they are not easily transported but tend to last a long time,
such as hieroglyphics carved into stone. According to Innis, societies based
on such media tend to have centralized power in small communities.
Space-biased media, on the other hand, are better at disseminating knowledge over great distances, but at the cost of its durability over time. Societies
based on these media tend to be secular, militaristic, and territorial. Spacebinding media make it easier to form empires and encourage commercialism
across distances, because it’s easy to move around the information needed
to organize these activities. Print, and the papyrus that was used before it,
is a space-biased medium compared to stone. Both papyrus and paper are
lightweight and easy to move around, but are not as durable as stone. Although Innis did not live to see wireless devices, we can see how the trend
toward space-biased media has continued and is heightened today, with
cellphones a standard personal accessory.
Innis argued that in order for a society to expand, power and authority
need to be decentralized, requiring mobile media systems. He identified
papyrus, law, and the alphabet as examples of moving information around
more efficiently by standardizing the communication tools used. Ensuring
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technological
determinism
To believe that media
are determining
factors in society, and
wield great effects.
(SEE THIS TERM
DEFINED IN
CHAPTER X?)

that everyone is using similar systems—that people are “on the same page”
(literally, in this case)—is key to asserting unity and uniformity when people
are not all in the same location. Thus, Innis argued, the space-biased media
that favoured the expansion of a society over greater distances also encouraged monopolies of knowledge. We can see this bias in our contemporary
world. You have access to vast amounts of information, but if you aren’t
“literate” in understanding that information, you must rely on “experts” to
explain it to you—or worse, you may give up interest in understanding such
complex information at all.
Bias, in this sense, is another way of describing ideology. Ideology is a
perspective on the world that is shared among many people and is so commonplace that it seems obvious or presumed (taken for granted). Ideology
is more than just ideas, however. It affects how we behave, organize ourselves,
and interact with one another in the world. A classic Marxist view suggests
that because ideologies are presumptive ways of seeing the world, we don’t
notice the ways in which they work and thus fail to question them. Louis
Althusser (1971) pushes this notion even further. He argues that all our
activities are lived out in ideology (158); we are never outside ideology, and
thus, central ideologies that are widely shared across a large group of people
strike at the heart of the way our societies are built—just as Innis explained
with the concept of bias. Although we may not be able to get outside ideology, with careful study we can see how it works, and with vast changes in
society, we can also replace some ideologies with others. As is discussed in
Chapter 17 [BOUTROS], the division of human bodies into gendered categories is an ideological system that we don’t often question. But we can
also recognize that the discourses surrounding motherhood, for example,
have changed a great deal.
All this discussion about bias and ideology might lead you to believe that
media are determining factors in society and that they consequently wield
great effects. This way of thinking is called technological determinism. It is
a mistake to think of either McLuhan or Innis in this way, although some
people have. Nonetheless, the approaches outlined above focus our attention
on the “big picture.” In these approaches, media are examined in order to
understand society, where the commonalities of media are highlighted (Allen and Robinson 2009, 4). In order to understand a given medium, however,
we must pay attention to more than its physical characteristics; we also have
to understand how a given society employs and institutionalizes that medium. Culture and technology (including communications media) influence
each other: social forms and situations encourage the development of new
media, which act on society in turn, producing a new cycle of change.
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The Dream of Perfect Communication: Connectivity
In his book, Speaking into the Air (1999), theorist John Durham Peters traces
the way the idea of communication has been conceptualized and changed
over time. This might seem strange to us—communication seems obvious—
but Peters unpacks how the dream of “perfect communication,” of bridging
the gap between my private experiences of the world and yours, is a fundamental ideology that drives how we think about our communication tools.
Think, for example, about the common metaphors we use today to express
the “communion of souls” that embodies perfect communication: “we are
of like mind”; “we finish each other’s sentences”; “she/he is my soul mate.”
We have built our culture around the idea that we should aim for this impossible ideal of perfect communication, and that our tools, especially
communication technologies, can help us overcome the barriers of space
and time (Peters 1999, 4). As the following discussion will show, the application of electricity to our means of communication with the telegraph radically
transformed what it meant to “stay in touch.” As Peters writes, “The mistake is to think that communications [systems] will solve the problems of
communication, that better wiring will eliminate the ghosts” (9). Faith that
technology can solve this problem has led to the development of a central
ideology within our culture: the ideology of technological progress.

The Ideology of Progress
What is progress? In everyday parlance, progress implies a movement toward a goal. It often expresses a belief in the advancement of humanity as
a species toward a perfect society. Generally speaking, progress means “the
good life”: family, community, happiness, leisure, wealth (Slack and Wise
2007). This leads to constantly striving to make material improvements, to
make life better and better in ways that match the cultural goals of a given
historical time. In the 19th century, we imagined that our technologies could
help society achieve greater progress by relieving the strain of physical
labour (for example, the steam engine). Sometime in the early 20th century,
we began looking to our technologies to help us achieve greater efficiencies
(for example, the assembly line). This idea is especially prevalent today, as
we expect our communications tools to help us get our work done more
easily; being able to connect anywhere, anytime is assumed to be the essential condition for achieving efficiency.
Of course, in many ways this idea is true. New technologies have made
many activities easier and faster—just imagine having to send a letter (or
fax), or make a phone call every time you needed to be in touch with someone! A common problem with this way of thinking, though, is that we often

The dream of
“perfect communication” is an ideology that drives how
we think about our
communication
tools.
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mistake the merely “new” with progress (Slack and Wise 2007). We privilege
newer technologies over old ones, and confuse the newness of a technology
with actual progress, even though sometimes an older technology does a
better job. Think, for example, how sometimes a telephone conversation with
someone is more effective than sending several emails. Moreover, this way
of thinking confuses the ends with the means; that is, it equates the new
technology with a better society, assuming that new technologies will always
make our lives better. Consider how a software update for your computer
or your mobile phone can often slow down the way it works. In this case,
such interventions by technology, which are “sold” to us as a way of making
things better, are actually about trying to sell you something else: the faster
processor or the newer model mobile phone. In other words, progress is a
central tenet of the modern world (Frisby 1988; Mosco 2004; Slack and Wise
2007).
North America has always associated technological innovation with
general cultural progress. For example, the historical treatment of Aboriginal
peoples in North America was often justified in the name of “progress.” This
powerful example also demonstrates to us that progress, like all ideologies,
is never innocent. The articulation (linking together) of certain ideas of
progress with certain actions (such as the policies of forced residential
schools) always serves the interests of a select group of people over others
(Althusser 1971; Slack and Wise 2007).

The Telegraph and the Radio
Many historians studying communications technologies have explored the
idea of technological progress and the dream of perfect communication as
central organizing ideologies in our culture. In the interest of brevity, just
two technologies—telegraphy and radio—will be discussed before turning
to the detailed case study that will bring all these ideas together. In his book
Communication as Culture (1989), James W. Carey discusses the effect of the
spread of telegraphy. It not only reorganized commerce; it also reorganized
what Carey calls “ordinary thought.” The telegraph had somewhat contradictory effects on everyday experience. It both shrunk space and expanded
it, privileging places connected to the telegraph wire but allowing trading
and communication between distant marketplaces. It both consolidated and
dispersed power, privileging financial trading and speculation about future
prices, but allowing wider access to information, especially as news written
in a standardized, generic style.
Telegraphy was an especially important technology because, for the first
time, communication could be separated from its physical transportation.
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Prior to messages travelling electronically through a telegraph wire, they had
to be physically transported by horses, boats, or people. Floods or other natural
disasters could cause messages to go astray. The need to cross the landscape
also meant that transporting messages was limited by where the transportation
medium could go and the length of time it would take to get there. A letter
travelling overseas took weeks or months to arrive. Delivering letters quickly
in the United States could be done using the Pony Express, which relied on
a horse-and-rider relay system. An urgent letter travelling between St. Joseph,
Missouri and Sacramento, California took about 10 days to arrive (Standage
1998, 61). Imagine how extraordinary it was to reduce the delivery time of
a message to mere minutes!
Telegraphy quickly expanded as telegraph lines were strung up across
North America. Though it greatly reduced the amount of time it took to
send messages, the telegraph still relied on a physical network of wires and
relays; messages could go only as far as the lines extended. As the telegraph
network expanded, its value also expanded because it could reach more and
more people (Standage 1998). Although the telegraph finally separated the
message from its mode of transport, the system still relied on older models
of transportation. The distance that a message travelled influenced how
expensive that telegram would be, much like a railway ticket. Communications
destined for places beyond the reach of the telegraph system were simply
“faithfully written out at the last station and put into the Mail” (Figure 9.1).
Two points may be made here. First, old technologies, and the associated
ways of thinking, don’t suddenly disappear when a new technology is introduced. New technologies are always made understandable through practices
and routines established with the old ones (Marvin 1990; Gitelman 2006;
Bolter and Grusin 2000). Secondly, if we consider that the cost of a letter is
the same no matter where it goes in one country, we can see another example
of how a new technology can offer some advantages, but often at the cost of
others.
Telegraphy was deeply tied to ideas of progress and radically shifted the
way that North American society was organized. It was also a technology
that was a bit mystifying to its users. For example, people sending telegrams
had trouble distinguishing the medium from its predecessor, the letter. They
sometimes insisted on neatly rewriting their messages, as if the receiver
would see their handwriting, instead of the handwriting of the telegraph
operator on the other end of the line. One woman even went so far as to
think someone was trying to trick her into sending money, when she received
a telegram from her son—written not in her son’s handwriting, but in the
telegraph operator’s hand (Standage 1998, 68). Congestion in the lines also
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Figure 9.1 Telegraph rate card
This is a placeholder caption. Caption to come. Mike will add one.
SOURCE: Courtesy American Antiquarian Society.
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SIDEBAR
Radio
Radio began as a person-to-person mode of communication, especially useful
between ships. In fact, until the early 1920s, radio broadcasting was a popular
amateur activity. Many popular magazines and newspapers offered helpful advice
for making a receiving set with a crystal and other commonly found materials. Radio
enthusiasts practised what was called “DXing,” listening for distant radio signals, also
sometimes referred to as “fishing” in the ether (Hilmes 1997, 43). In the 1920s when
programming was established, listeners would tune in with individual headsets,
using a crystal set, or a set using vacuum tubes instead. In either case, the apparatus
was cumbersome. Radio listening became much easier after 1925 with speakers
on sets—great for family listening—and even more so after 1927, with one-knob
tuning (Douglas 1999, 78).
The Titanic disaster in April 1912 radically changed the amateur climate. After
amateurs broadcast much confusing and erroneous information during the rescue
efforts, the Radio Act of 1912 was eventually passed. It required all radio operators
to be licensed, and banished amateurs to the least desirable ends of the wireless
spectrum (Douglas 1987, 233 – 39). In Canada, the first commercial licences were
issued in 1922. Throughout the 1920s, newspapers, universities, and churches, even
the Manitoba government, owned many of them (Vipond 1992). The Aird Commission, set up in 1928 after complaints were made about the nature of some broadcasts and allocation of wavelengths (Vipond 1992, 195), eventually recommended
that a national network with federal subsidies be formed. In 1932, with the passing
of the Canadian Broadcasting Act, the CRBC was formed. The more familiar CBC
eventually replaced it in 1936 (see Vipond 1992, 225 – 80).

Figure 9.2
Children taking
turns listening
to the radio
SOURCE: Courtesy
Glenbow Archives
(NA-2903-55).
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meant delays in sending messages, and this became a common complaint
in the business world especially. Some telegraph companies reverted to using
boys to carry messages back and forth between telegraph stations that were
close together (some only a few hundred metres apart). Many lost confidence
in the system and complained that the telegraph was just a more expensive
postal system (Standage 1998, 94 – 95).
Although the telegraph was fast, it was disembodied. Radio was heralded
because it reconnected bodies in a way that more closely resembled physical
contact across space, even if that connection was still fraught with anxiety
and confusion (Sconce 2000). What made radio so exciting was the way
that it could convey the sound of a person’s voice, not just the words. Radio
was often described in magical, even supernatural, terms when it was first
introduced (Citzrom 1983, 65). Much like the telegraph, electricity, and the
telephone, radio was seen and discussed as a powerful means toward social
cohesion and world peace (Mosco 2004, 128). People believed that the ability
to access information from great distances would spread intercultural understanding and help maintain world peace. Peters (1999) points out that the
key call used when DXing is “CQ,” which translates into “seek you”—a phrase
that perfectly captures the desire to be in touch (212). As Susan Douglas
(1987) has written, radio was heralded as “an autonomous force, capable of
revolutionizing American culture” (xv).
When early radio users searched the airwaves, they were often uncertain
and anxious about making the connection—weather conditions and static
could interfere with the signal. If radio expressed the dream of perfect communication, it promised more than it could ever deliver. As Jeffrey Sconce
(2000) has noted, despite the hopefulness and anticipation associated with
radio, popular sentiment also expressed pessimism and melancholy too
(61 – 62). Although radio could connect people from afar and fill a listener’s
ears with the sound of another person’s voice, it also simultaneously reminded the listener of the distance that still remained. As much as it was
exciting, radio was also eerie, even sinister (Sconce 2000, 88 – 91). The uses
of radio were also highly contested, with amateurs and commercial interests
conflicting in the 1920s, and educational enterprises conflicting with networks into the 1930s, all while the industry itself struggled internally with
competing visions for its future (Hilmes 1997, 13).
Eventually, radio became a step closer to the ideal of perfect communication because it brought a mass audience together all at once, in time if not
in space. It also perfected the ideal of individuated purposes—that is, different
types of listeners tuned in for different programming. So radio was something of a paradox, bringing people together yet enabling each to “do his
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own thing.” For example, in 1922 the Des Moines Register printed the bold
headline, “All Iowa ‘Tuning In’ on the Radio,” but qualified what that meant
in practice: “Father plugs in for weather reports, grandmother gets sermons,
mother hears opera in New York, and son and daughter ‘jazz it up’ to band
music in Denver.” Similarly, when the Winnipeg Tribune launched its own
radio station that same year, it published a full-page illustration showing
how radio could be heard on the farm, in the home, at the summer camp,
and at the sick bed of an ill child, used for dancing, or for education (“Radio
Edition” 1922, 1). Nonetheless, the vast “invisible audience” was just as important as specially purposed individual listeners. The Tribune later wrote
about how a “radio story-teller sings 100,000 children to sleep—all at once!”
(“Radio Department” 1922, 6).
One of the reasons the mass radio audience was so easily understood as
sharing a common experience was that movie-going had already been
understood the same way, despite the fact that disparate audiences watched
different movies at distinct times and in far-flung places. One of the attractions
of cinema was what Walter Benjamin (2008), in a 1939 essay that remains
a classic for many media and communications scholars, called its “technological reproducibility.” Two copies of a film could be seen at different times
by different audiences, but everyone still felt that they were seeing the same
movie. Radio transmitted the sounds of music and stories instantaneously
and at great distances, but the idea of connecting through communications
predates both forms of mass media. This point raises another myth of media
revolutions and leads to our in-depth case study of technological change in
relation to cinema in particular.

Case Study: The Myth of Total Cinema
Ever more faithful representation of reality is another key impetus for the
continual evolution of communication technologies, and for casting new
media as revolutionary. Cinema is most associated with this quest for the
perfect reproduction of experience through media. Indeed, André Bazin
(2009) called striving for complete realism “the myth of total cinema” in a
brief essay from 1946 that, like Benjamin’s, remains essential reading in film
and media studies. Bazin proposed that the idea of cinema as a perfect illusion was inspiring its inventors in the 1890s to create a technology that could
reproduce the world through sound, colour, and three-dimensionality. They
produced only a first step toward that ideal when cinema became available
to audiences in 1896. It took decades for sound and colour films to become
standard in the industry, and 3D movies have only recently become common.
Bazin famously wrote that “cinema has not yet been invented!” Movies are
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always experienced partly by imagining their improvement through some
future new technology. By the turn of the 20th century, already, moving
pictures were discussed in terms foreshadowing radio and television.
The goal of reproducing reality is so strongly associated with moving
pictures that a wide range of 19th-century optical devices and spectacles
has since been lumped together under the term “pre-cinema.” Today they
seem merely toys, but most of them have romantically obscure, pseudoscientific names. In 1825, John Paris introduced a thaumatrope (“magical
turner”), which fused two static images on either side of a paper disk when
spun quickly. In the early 1830s, Joseph Plateau constructed a phenakistoscope (“deceptive view”), which turned a series of still images on a spinning
pinwheel into a single moving image. In 1834, George Horner created the
zoetrope (“live turning”), which wrapped the series of still pictures inside
a cylinder with viewing slots to allow more than one spectator at once.
These optical devices foreshadow cinema, at least in hindsight. They all
use a series of still pictures to create moving pictures, although not movies
as we would come to understand and enjoy them in the 1900s. Toys based
on these and many other inventions were common pastimes for the rest of
the 1800s, culminating in 1893 with Thomas Edison’s peepshow viewer, the Kinetoscope (“moving
view”), which used a celluloid strip of sequential
photographs to show a brief moving picture to a
solitary viewer, once he or she paid a penny in the
slot of the machine. To add a projector seems an
obvious improvement of the kinetoscope, as it
would allow a large audience to watch the film
together, but Edison was satisfied with the peepshow version of moving pictures until two years
later, when he faced imminent competition from
projecting moving picture machines. By the late
1890s, Edison Manufacturing was a major industrial and marketing force for all types of modern
conveniences and pastimes (Collins and Gitelman
2002). Yet despite Edison’s reputation as a consummate inventor, his marketing team simply purchased the best competing picture machine, Armat
and Jenkins’ Phantoscope (“ghostly view”), and
renamed it Edison’s Vitascope (“living view”). By
Figure 9.3 Kinetoscope
the time it debuted to the public—a paying audiThomas Edison’s peepshow viewer showed a
brief moving picture to a solitary viewer.
ence in New York on April 23, 1896—the Vitascope
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PRIMARY SOURCE
Edison’s Vitascope

THE “VITASCOPE”
Edison’s Latest Invention—An Improvement
on the Kinetoscope
(By Associated Press)

New York, April 4 —The World this morning says:
Thomas Edison was in a very happy mood
when seen by a reporter in his laboratory
in West Orange last night. The great inventor had about completed another machine,
which he called the “vitascope.” It is an
improvement on the kinetoscope, and
Mr. Edison says he has no doubt that it will
prove to be a success.
The vitascope throws upon a screen, by
means of bright lights and powerful lenses,
the moving life sized figures of human beings and animals. Last night in the big
foundry building adjacent to the laboratory,
the machine was rigged up and a very satisfactory exhibition was made.
The first picture shown last night on the
screen was a colored panorama of a serpentine dance by Anabelle, who posed
before the kinetoscope last summer. The film roll on which the
photographs were attached was
arranged over a half dozen spools
and pulleys, and when the machine
was set in motion the dancer’s
image appeared upon the screen as
in life.

The original photographs, as taken by
the kinetoscope and developed on the rollers, are about the size of a special delivery
postage stamp, and produces a picture lifesized, and hence are magnified about 600
times.
Mr. Edison expects to shortly be able to
so improve the phonograph that he will be
able to take records much longer than now
and the vitascope and phonograph will then
be so combined that it will be possible for
audiences to watch a photographic reproduction of an opera and hear the music at
the same time.

Source: New Orleans Times – Picayune,
April 4, 1896, 2.

Figure 9.4 Vitascope
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had already had a press screening, resulting in promotional newspaper stories
all across North America to prime the mass audience for the new medium.
At the press screening, before any audience had even seen the Vitascope,
Edison already promised an improvement that would combine the pictures
with a phonograph to reproduce an opera for an audience sitting anywhere.
By 1898, a revolutionary improvement on cinema was imagined that
would go beyond simply adding a phonograph sound recording. The emerging technology of “visual telegraphy” could simulcast a performance from
one stage to screens before audiences sitting in theatres elsewhere. A story
published in the Detroit Free Press in 1898 (“Moving Pictures by Wire”) explained the benefits of visual telegraphy with futuristic imagination: “Moving
images may readily be seen hundreds of miles away from the initial point
of transmission, and that their colors are also reproduced very naturally. It
really partakes of the spirit of that wonderful mirror of fairyland, which had
to be breathed upon merely in order to produce any wished-for scene.”
The terms should sound familiar—they resemble the enthusiasm, and
echo the theme of naturalization, found in the advertisements for the Grebe
radio and the Apple iPad at the beginning of this chapter. In the early days
of cinema, the very term “moving pictures” had already been redefined
through a media revolution in which the pictures “moved” across space and
were projected on the screen. Of course, when it first became available as
radio in the 1920s, telegraphic broadcasting did not replace the movies; a
further couple of decades were required to make the visual telegraph commercially viable as television.
By 1927, Hollywood had become a major economic industry, and commercial radio had been licensed for just a few years. Nonetheless, experiments
with “radio movies” (already also known as television) led to proclamations
that the future of cinema would again involve instantaneous broadcast—
except now the audience would be made up of families viewing at home.
Even at the experimental stage in 1927, the New York Times claimed “radio
photography” as an established fact, and speculated about the practical uses
for visual newspapers and movies watched at home (“Radio Movies in
Home” 1927). These visions of what cinema might become assumed that
improving the authenticity of the representation would always require a
media revolution, a new medium. The myth of progress supposed by technological determinism continued, even as the descriptions of the new media
relied heavily on hybrid inter-medial terms that merely combined two existing media (RADIO + MOVIES = TELEVISION)—and thus a new and
supposedly revolutionary medium was instantly understood as an evolution
of existing media.
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Note that all these examples continued to imagine cinema as pure, escapist
entertainment—the epitome of mass culture. The notion of improving the
entertainment, too, went hand in hand with removing the mass of viewers
from public gatherings to ever-more private spaces. The audience for radiomovies was isolated at home in their living rooms, but they got to take a
more active role in their own amusement. The future of movies was thus
already imagined in the 1920s as something like the personal entertainment
devices of today. Compared to these futuristic media daydreams, Hollywood’s switch to sound movies between 1927 and 1929 simply put into
action what Edison promised back at the press preview of cinema: add a
phonograph.
Hollywood’s transition to “talkies,” begun in 1927, continues to be viewed
as a media revolution, with “silent” and “sound” treated as two distinct eras
in the public’s imagination, among cinephiles who madly appreciate silent
movies with piano accompaniment, and in the conventions of film studies
in the academy. But thinking of sound film as a technological revolution
ignores the many continuities with silent film production, especially in the
economic organization of the industry. After all, sound movies were made
by the same movie studios that made silent films, and played in the same
movie palaces. The myth is that sound film killed off the expensive live performance of accompanying vaudeville. Here too, however, continuities are
forgotten—only the change is remembered, because big-time vaudeville in
metropolitan cities continued for decades, just as local stage shows were
used strategically by many movie theatres (Stober 2007).
Hollywood needed to pitch the transition to sound as a revolution because of the immense coordination and costs incurred by local showmen
to wire their thousands of theatres with speakers. Local theatre owners
needed to be assured of a steady supply of sound films in order to front the
money to install new equipment. Thus, the transition to sound films happened gradually between 1926 and the early 1930s, although somehow a
specific film, Warner Brothers’ The Jazz Singer, is commonly cited as the
first talkie. In other words, sound film was essentially an industrial strategy,
not a media revolution (O’Brien 2005, 66 – 77). The idea of sound synchron
ized to film had been Edison’s ideal years before cinema was publicly available.
Before 1927, however, earlier versions of sound film had been cast as mere
fads, used as a competitive strategy by a small minority of theatres just to
distinguish themselves among dozens of competing showmen nearby (Altman 2004). Not until the entire industry decided to coordinate to change
the technological norm did talkies become a media “revolution” instead of
a novelty (Gomery 2005).

Sound film was
essentially an
industrial strategy,
not a media
revolution.
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3D Cinema: A Case of Déjà Vu?
The historic shift to talkies in the late 1920s is strikingly similar to the widescale adoption of 3D cinema between 2008 and 2010, centred on the immense
box office success of Avatar, a story told via a “futuristic” technology that
perpetuates the myth of total cinema (Stanley 2010). Again, local and competing theatre chains and independent theatre owners needed to invest
money to install 3D, and did so only when assured a steady supply of potential
blockbuster films (Barnes 2009). The change was less about improvements
in cinema technology as it was about a coordinated, industry-wide decision
to change the industrial norm of what movie audiences should expect to
see (and, with a premium surcharge on ticket prices, expect to pay).
Hollywood had twice before “hyped” 3D as a novelty—in the 1950s in
the face of competition from television, and in the early 1980s with the
widespread availability of home videocassette recorders (VCRs) and video
home system (VHS) movies on videotape (Mitchell 2004). Unlike the earlier
adoption of sound films, neither of those dabbling moments in 3D cinema
required much investment on the part of local theatre owners, and studios
did not produce high-quality films or even a steady supply of 3D films
(Belton 1992). In the 1950s, the temporary equipment, the cheapness of its
cardboard glasses, and the decision not to charge more for a ticket, were all
factors that contributed to the perception of 3D as a gimmick, a toy, rather
than a new way of experiencing cinema (Paul 1993).
Like the transition to sound movies, the more recent shift to digital 3D
(and especially 3D IMAX) came at a significant cost to theatre owners for
projection, as well as to studios for production. Even then, charging an extra
few dollars for a 3D ticket was a marketing decision and a sign of added
value and desirability. Digital 3D required mutual trust and coordination
throughout the industry. The result, at least after its first several years, has
been a steady supply of relatively good-quality 3D films that studios, local
owners, and mass audiences alike have come to appreciate, at least for children’s animated films and adolescent action movies.
Ironically, the most revolutionary recent technological change in cinema
is hidden from the audience—digital projection. For the first time since the
beginning of moving pictures, many theatres are showing movies without
using reels of film—and yet audiences pay the same prices to see the same
movies at the same theatres, and most do not even notice or care that the
projection, like much of the production, is digital (Dargis 2010). Digital projection is a media revolution that audiences are meant to ignore, except
when it allows them to watch live events such as the Metropolitan Opera
cheaply and from a distance (Heyer 2008). The expectation is to have the
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same experience, not an improved progress toward an ideal. The impetus is
to take advantage of new technologies for efficiency and flexibility in production and distribution. The industry’s downplaying its transition to digital
contrasts with its similarly gradual transition to colour beginning in the
1930s (Gone with the Wind and The Wizard of Oz were two of the first colour
blockbusters, both released in 1939). Although the switch to colour entirely
changed the experience for viewers, it is rarely considered a media revolution
because it took decades to become standard and involved no technological
change in the projectors used to show films in theatres. Sometimes, you’re
not in Kansas anymore—but you don’t even know it.

Conclusion
This chapter has demonstrated how various actors—the press, industry, and
the public at large—invest technologies with certain promises and ideals. If
we desire perfect communication, through instantaneous connectivity,
through the virtual reality of total cinema, then media become imbued with
those desires. These beliefs about media are by definition ideological, but the
assumptions and consequences are often difficult to identify because we are
submerged in the ideology ourselves. Ideologies about media shape our use
and experience of them, and always benefit some people more than others.
Studying media in the long view of history—as things develop over time
and across a multitude of conditions—allows us to glimpse just how these
ideologies become established, how they are replicated, and those whom
they advantage.
Most historians believe that looking back in time gives us a better understanding of our own contemporary, technologically mediated world. Of
course, as Innis and McLuhan warned us, this happens only when we pay
close attention.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1. Examine several advertisements for cellphones or for laptop computers. What myths are repeated across the advertisements? What
promises are made about this new technology? Now, try finding
several old advertisements for “new” media online. What similarities
and differences do you notice?
2. Take a close look at Figure 9.1.Why do you think the New York and
Boston Magnetic Telegraph company would note, right at the very
top of its rate card, that “All communications are strictly confidential”? How do you think this point influenced the way messages were
written?
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3. This chapter has explained how myths of “perfect communication”
have driven thinking about media change in terms of progress.
Think of a specific media technology, historic or contemporary, and
explain another myth apparent in its design. Can you think of a way
some people use it that contradicts or circumvents this ideology?
4. Re-read the news item about Edison’s unveiling of the Vitascope
(Box 9.X) to reporters in his laboratory. How are ideologies of media
revolutions employed to explain the importance of the new machine? Consider the photograph of the Kinetoscope (Figure 9.3),
the precursor to projected movies mentioned in the news article.
Why is the Vitascope a step closer to “total cinema”?
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